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Plans are described to couple a neutral atom trap to an upgraded version of TRI-
UMF's TISOL on-line mass separator. The unique properties of trapped and cooled
atoms promise improvements of some symmetry tests of the Standard Model of the
electroweak and strong interactions.

1. PARTICLE PHYSICS ASPECTS OF T R A P P E D NEUTRAL ATOMS

The Standard Model (SM), SU(3)C x SU(2)L X U(l), is now well established and
compatible with all existing experimental data. It contains parameters such as fermion
masses and interfermion couplings which are not accounted for by the model. Several
of the SM assumptions appear to be adhoc and unnatural: i) neutrinos are assumed
to be massless; ii) W* gauge bosons occur only with lefthanded helicity couplings; iii)
CP violation is allowed but not explained. Extensions of the SM might show up, not
only at the high-energy frontier, but also at low energies, if experiments of sufficiently
high accuracy (typically a few 10~3 for non-vanishing observables) can be carried out.
For some searches it may be an advantage to be at low energy since the interference
amplitudes for established (W, Z°) physics and new physics are both real; this is not the
case for experiments near the Z° pole. Furthermore, the multiplicity of well-defined nu-
clear quantum states may ngreallow one to select a suitable beta decay transition which
allows the most sensitive test of a specific extension of the SM. Nuclear uncertainties
which might obscure the new physics of interest can often be controlled to sufficient
accuracy. In beta decay one can select supcrallowed transitions to keep the influence of
nuclear matrix elements of recoil order at a negligible level [lj. At an accuracy level 1 it-
low 1%, anticipated in the future for studies of parity-nonconscrvation (PNC) in atoms,
knowledge of the distributions of u- and d-quarks (or protons and neutrons) over the
nuclear volume becomes itupurtnut (2). These nuclear ellects c;m in principle be tested
by performing PNC experiments with a series of isotopes.

Tin.- isotope .separator TISOL, after an upgrade compatible wil.li 10 /iA proton lie;nii
currents from THlUMF's 520 MeV cyclotron, will IK: potentially the wot Id's brightest
source of mass-separated alkali atoms. In a remit test expriment with TISOL :i 7
g/cm uranium target and a suifari: ion MIHIVI: were used to liieasnie the prodm'timi
rates of a laur.e of Kr isotopes fiom -'"'Fr to "M'Y. The yields {.se.- l'ij:;. 1) .slmv/ a

peak of the order of 10s Francium atoms per s per /JA of beam protons. Isotopes with
halflives down to 5 ms were detected. With improved beam optics and shielding of the
isotope production region (TISOL upgrade) thicker targets and higher beam currents
can be used. Production rates of 1O10 atoms/sec can then be envisaged for halfiives
exceeding 100 ms, comparable to or larger than what is. expected (3] with the new
ISOLDE parameters (2-3 /iA of 1 GeV protons). These very high production rates
can be exploited by coupling TISOL to a neutral atom trap. Efficient methods will
have to be developed to neutralize the alkali ions. The combination of a thin Ta/Th
catcher, heated either resistively, or with desorption lasers, is one of several possible
neutralization schemes.
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Figure 1: Yield of Francium isotopes measured recently with TISOL. The gap for
A=215-217 is caused by sub-ms halflives. The yields were severely limited by the target
thickness of 7 g/cm2 because of insufficient shielding around the target.

The principle of laser cooling and trapping using the efficient Zeeman optical trap
(ZOT) [4] is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Laser light with its wavelength detuned
to the red side of a resonance is absorbed preferentially by atoms moving against the
light. Since re-emitted light is multidirectional, the net impulse from each absorption
can be used to slow the atom's momentum by ~ 2 X 10"s of the average momentum
at room temperature. For initial cooling of the low velocity tail the ZOT is effective to
obtain temperatures of typically 200 /iK. Three-dimensional magnetic field gradients,
ami .six counlerpiopajNiliiii; light beams of opposite (a+ and a~) polarization produce
a net foire directed towaids the trap centre. A quantitative model to descnlie tlie
dependence of the fiai:tion of tiapped atoms on la.ser power and beam diametei has
been developed by Liudi|iiist., Stephens an<l Wieinan |5]. The tiappinj', ellirienry ean be
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increased greatly when atoms are allowed to bounce many times from the walls of a glass
vessel. This requires wall coatings with short sticking times (< lOOfis), low outgassing
rates, and durability in the presence of intense ionizing radiation [6]. With optimized
trap geometry and Titanium-sapphire ring lasers trapping efficiencies of the order of 40%
might be acliievable for most alkali atoms. With a second cooling mechanism, "optical
molasses" [7], temperatures as low as ~ 1/iK have been obtained. By optical pumping
of a particular hyperfine transition with circularly polarized light from a single laser all
the population can be quickly transferred to a single hyperfine state of maximum mF

corresponding to almost complete atomic and nuclear polarization.
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Figure 2: Schematic of a one-dimensional Zeeman optical trap for neutral atoms.

Finally, the cooled atoms can be held in space without lasers by utilizing magnetic
forces on the atom's magnetic moment [8,9]. Movement of trapped neutral atoms from
one type of trap to another has also been demonstrated [9j. In the weak magnetic field
of a static magnetic trap the atom's magnetic energy is

where F is the total atomic spin and mF the magnetic quantum number. This implies
that the "weak field seekers", i.e. atoms with gpmF > 0 will collect near the trap center
where |£?| is lowest. To counteract gravity, an additional vertical magnetic field gradient
can be supplied such that

„ OB
rs = -rng = gr7nFfiB-^- .

Coil geometries differ depending on whether the field minimum is zero or nonzero [10].
Qiindriipolc traps belong to the former category; they 1OM> atoms due to Majon.na
transitions in the trap o-iiter :in<l, furthermore, the- atomic clmul lends to be uii|K.l;trized
because the- fit-Id ilim-tioii revt-ras when crossing tin- trap renter. Il lias ieiently been
shown l>y Cornell tr ,i(. [11] thiit Ilu- trap center ran lu- move,] to ;i let-ion of finit.- B if
a rotating homogeneous field is added to the tHiadriMiolr field. Tin- atomic ^>in is then

rotating adiabatically with the resultant field. Other purely static configurations which
are compatible with atomic polarization are the loffe and baseball traps [10]. Since the
restoring forces in magnetic traps are produced by field gradients the oscillating atoms
sample slightly different field directions. If oscillation amplitudes and/or temperature
of the cloud are measured, the effective average polarization can be calculated from the
known field distributions.

The unique properties of trapped neutral atoms, i.e. compact size of 1 mm, high
density (up to 1O10 atoms), and nearly complete polarization, should have an impact
on future tests of fundamental symmetries. Compared to atomic PNC experiments at
Colorado |12], which use atomic beams of Cs, an atom trap might achieve target densities
more than two orders of magnitude larger. The price to be paid is that a method has to
be developed of reliably counting the trapped atoms, e.g. via the fluorescence of atoms
excited by a probe laser.

Experiments to test fundamental symmetries in nuclear beta decay have so far been
carried out with cither poor geometry, poor or imprecisely known nuclear polarization,
or both [l]. Trapped, isotopically pure radioactive alkali atoms promise to expand
the range of nuclei available for symmetry tests, with systematic errors different, and
hopefully smaller, than those of previous experiments.

2. PNC IN FRANCIUM ISOTOPES

The first PNC experiments in atoms could have provided early confirmation of the
Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory of the electroweak interaction, yet the results were
incorrect (see the review in ref. 13). The PNC situation has changed dramatically
during the past decade, with the latest result for IMCs [12J competitive with recent
LEP results [14]. The calculations of atomic matrix elements needed to extract the
weak charge are now at the 1% level for alkali atoms such as Cs [15], and further
improvements may be possible in the near future With the improved luminosity of
neutral atom traps compared to the atomic beam method more accurate results on
more than one isotope may become available in the future.

PNC in atoms arises in the SM from 7-Z0 interference. The PNC Hamiltonian is

PNC = < 1i Pw(r) > + sP*n — dependent terms.

The spin-dependent terms are small (< 1%) and can be obtained by experiments on
different hyperfine transitions; they also allow the determination of the anupolc moment,
a parity-forbidden nuclear moment [1C] for which no accurate data exist so far. The
overwhelming first term involves the axial-vector current of the electron, Z" exchange,
;tml the virtor current of quarks in the nucleus

The 'weak rhiuge' Qw is defined by
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with Clu, C,j being the Z —t qq vertex factors of the standard model, i.e. laser field, energy level shifts caused by the trapping fields, the normalization of the
number of atoms loaded per cycle in the trap etc. Realistically, a number of years of de-
velopment will be required until one can hope to control systematic effects to sufficient
accuracy.

Because uf vector current conservation Ci» is independent of hadron structure and QCD
effects.

PNC in atoms is sensitive to new heavy particles that affect the radiative corrections.
At the tree level (i.e. without radiatice corrections) the weak charge Q'"c = —N +
2(1 — 4sin76w) determines the weak mixing angle 9\v- Since we know the factor (1 -
4 sivPQw) to be small (e.g. by inferring sin26\y from the mass of the W and Z") the
radiative corrections for PNC (about 6%) are largely independent of the W properties.
If one parametrizes radiatice corrections involving the exchange of new heavy particles
according to the parameters 5 and T of Peskiii and Takeudii [17], Marciano and Rosner
find [18] that atomic PNC is primarily sensitive to 5, the weak isospin-conserving "new
physics":

Qw(133C-s) = -73.20 - 0.85 - 0.0057*.

InFr

Qw("+NFr) = -128.22 - 1.255 - 0.003T + 0.986(136 - JV)(1 + 0.008TJ.

This insensitivity to T is in contrast to high energy experiments (e.g. at LEP/LEPII)
which always involve linear combinations of 5 and T.

The LEP and SLC data, although extremely sensitive to interactions which directly
affect the Z" properties, are rather indifferent to new interactions which are 90° out of
phase with the Z° amplitude at the pole. Among the latter are extra Z' bosons with
small Z°-Z' mixing [19], leptoquarks [20], and new four-Fermi contact terms generated
by models with composite fermions [21). It was shown by Langacker [21] that PNC
results of 1% accuracy can provide limits on these interactions which are significantly
better than those obtainable at LEP, SLC or HERA.

Of the two techniques used to detect atomic PNC (optical rotation, or highly for-
bidden nS—• (TV* + 1)S transitions with deliberately introduced Stark mixing) only the
latter is suitable for measurements on relatively few isotopic atoms cooled in ZOT's. In
Fr the PNC effect is about 15 times larger than in Cs, allowing for more precise tests
of Qu, and the atomic physics calculations. The 7S—»8S transition frequency has not
yet been measured, and suitable frequency standards for frequency-locking of the lasers
will have to be developed.

The adaptation of neutral atom traps to the !iS-»(n+l)S transition/Stark mixing
technique of measuring PNC in Cs is being actively pui'Mied by a rullaboratioti of Wie
man's group at Boulder anil Viera's group at LAMPF (EVMli) [22]. We are hoping In
i-oU:i\)nr.ilo with these groups fin lh>- PNC ocperiuu-ul mi Vianàiiin ul TUUJMV (K71-1).
Hirm «in- many open <|Ue.->(ioiis (u lit- smswrird, t:{\. tiie ijii/niiKiiicc uf ji/i<>loi'>n/.:.i(i"ii

fioni tlir SS excited slate, (leplehim i»f tin.' V) ;IU>IIIS in the maxima uf Hie .staniliin', wave

3. SYMMETRY TESTS IN NUCLEAR BETA DECAY

Precision tests of the SM from weak interaction experiments in complex nuclei have
recently been reviewed by Deutsch and Quin [1]. The nuclear beta decay probability
h;is been formulated by Jackson, Treiman and Wyld [23] without assumptions with
respect to parity, charge conjugation, and time reversal, and including the possibility of
non-standard scalar and tensor couplings. The transition probablity dW can then be
written as

d\V = dWc

In this expression d\Vq£ contains the coupling strength, Coulomb and phase space fac-
tors, P = ^/l — (aZ)2 is a Coulomb factor, < J > is the vector polarization of the
parent nuclear state, a the beta spin, p and E are momenta and energies of beta or
neutrino. In the SM the Fierz interference term 6 and the T-violating parameters D and
R vanish, whereas the fi — v correlation a, the fi- and v- asymmetry parameters A and
B, respectively, /?-polarization G , and polarization asymmetry correlation Q' depend
on arigui.ir momentum and on the ratio of matrix elements A = 9AMGTJ9V^F-

Neutral atom traps offer new opportunities because i) high (i.e. close to 100%)
polarizations of the parent nucleus can be achieved, ii) particles of interest are emitted
from a well localized volume, and iii) momenta of particles leaving the source volume
are free of distortions because of the negligible source thickness. The most relevant
parameters are the spin correlation coefficients A, D and D, and, at a later stage, when
positron polarimetry is added, the R parameter. Because of the special properties of
the neutral atom trap all types of measurements that have been performed with cold or
ultrarold neutrons could be pursued with nuclear positron emitters. It should be noted
that present values for the neutron lifetime and the neutron asymmetry An disagree
with the expectations of the SM by about 2.5 standard deviations [1],

Independent iiiwisiiiemfnts fur mirror transitions having mixed Fermi ami Ganmw-
Teller transitions such as IUNe (measurements by Calaprice's group at Princeton ]2-l|),
slN;i [25J ;ui<l 37K [2(!| ;iicespe<:i;illy interesting because several parameters, if measured,
could ïdluw a coiiijiielii'iisivi' test of the consistency of augmenting tin: 5M with m:w
physics nf a certain type. In Table 1 we show predictions of the SM fin the mixed
(•aumw Teller - 1-Vuui f.iimu.l state deray of 1.23 s 3'K, assuming that UAMI?I !<J\'Mr

ll.uSl. 'Hit- ft vaJiie is pie.M/itJy only J.n<mn In a/i arrrliary <>i 11.7%, Ji-m-evr/ a
n e w iiu':»Miieiiii-iiJ v»itU \ u - l t e v i\»:*u U.V/ïi ;\*H'm;iry i s iA;mm"«\ ;U 'V'ASCX* \ - - i \ . K IN S* «'it



that statistically significant deviations of >0.2% from the SM values in Table 1 would
be indicative of new physics outside the SM.

Table 1. Observables in 37K Positron Decay °>

observable
value fc>
relative error ' '

a

0.6G09

0.14%

A
-0.5729
0.06%

B
-0.7764
0.12%

G
1.0000
0.00%

Q1

-0.5729
0.1 G%

"' observables not shown (b, D, R) vanish in the Standard Model
*' calculated with the Standard Model assuming GAMGT/GVMF = -0.584
c) only the errors arising from an assumed 0.1% error in the ft value are shown

The significance of measurements of D, R , A and Ra (the latter being the ratio of
the longitudinal polarization of betas emitted parallel and antiparallel to the nuclear
polarization [28J) for the 37K decay has been discussed by Deutsch [29j. His conclusions
are that it will be difficult to improve the limits for an imaginary phase between axial
and vector couplings established from D results for neutron and I9Ne beta decays, at
least in the first stages of the experiment. The accuracy required for D would be a few
10"*, comparable to calculable electromagnetic final state interaction effects.

The R term requires measurement of the transverse polarization of the positron.
Since Ini(C^Cr) is already known to be very small from 8Li decay [30], a 1% R mea-
surement in 37K would usefully constrain Im(CxCs).

Doth measurements of A (absolute) and Ra (relative) in 37K can sensitively probe
the mass M3 of a predominantly righthanded W boson postulated in manifestly left-
right symmetric models. In Fig. 3 (from ref. 29) the impact of an 0.3% A measurement
and of an 0.6% Ra measurement is shown together with the allowed region due to all
known beta decays (the SM value ( = S — 0 is excluded mainly due to ft and A for
the neutron). The dashed regions are excluded by considerations of the energetics of
SN1987A [31] (line labelled "SN") and by plausible assumptions on the Higgs sector
[lj. The 37K data are insensitive to the mixing angle £, but could provide very useful
constraints on Mj in the mass region <420 GeV.

The hyperfine spectrum of 3TK is somewhat unusual in that the 4Pi multiplet with F*
= 0-»3 is strongly overlapping (the natural lincwidth is about 6 MHz). For this reason
wu will provide simultaneously trapping beams for both the 4 2Si(F=2) —» 42Ps(F'=3)
.-nul tin: 4 2 Si (F=l ) —» 4 IP^(F '=2) hyperfiue transitions using AO modulators to com-
pensate for the 2-10 MHz ground state hypcrfine splitting. A similar scheme has been
successfully applied in laser cooling and trapping of 6>7Li [32]. We have worked out a
possible mea.siiieiueut cycle which incorporates ZOT, molasses cooling, optical pump-
ing, ami magnetic trapping without lasers. A rotating homogeneous magnetic field
added to a iiuadrupulr trapping field [11] appears attractive for spin ri.ireliition ob-
servables sinie tin- asymmetry is swept past the fixed positron detectors. This feahue
mij'.lil lie important in i-ontmlliii;:; systematic t-HWts. lieiulinj; fifrels of postions in the
inagiietie lieMs- we Mj-iiiliiant but m>t .seven". Position .sensitive detrition of positions

will eventually be necessary to quantitatively account for background from unpolarized
atoms on the walls, yet conventional charged-particle tracking methods are inaccurate
because of multiple scattering. Innovative schemes are needed to utilize walls during the
ZOT trapping stage while eliminating their influence during the detection of positrons
and recoils. Recoil detection using microchannel plates will allow the measurement of
neutrino correlations. From direction and momentum of the positron and the relative
time-of-flight of the recoil nucleus neutrino direction and momentum can be evaluated.
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Figure 3: Exclusion plot of the mass of a predominantly right-handed boson W2 versus
mixing angle (from ref. 29). The curves for 37K are constraints imposed by future
measurements of the asymmetry A and the relative polarization Ra . The allowed region
from all available beta decay data is also shown. The hatched regions "H" and "SN"
are excluded as referred to in the text.

4. S U M M A R Y A N D O U T L O O K

Radioactive neutral atoms trapped and cooled by magneto-optic forces have attrac-
tive properties for studies of fundamental symmetries of the SM. Neutral atom traps of
the future promise good geometry, negligible source thickness, high polarization, and
high luminosity, all important ingiedients of precision measurements. Although sev-
eral suitable trapping ami cooling methods are now well developed, many technological
problems have still to be overcome. The developments at TIUUMF lire now underway,
with ;i 1 W Tit;iiiimii:.s:tp|<liiie ting laser in operation, ;mil <li<»l': l.'isrr systems !ii"iil.'ibl<."
iit (lu- c Ji'l of this MiniiiiiT. An "li-line .setup exi.sts io dap slal«]e Hb ami K isotopes,
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and to evaluate different wall coatings. Test experiments on neutralization efficien-
cies have been scheduled using TISOL. For atomic PNC experiments overall efficiencies
much higher than those reported so far [25,33] are required. The neutralization method
has to be both efficient and compatible with robust wall coatings of the trapping ves-
sel. For beta decay measurements lower efficiencies may suffice, however atoms on the
walls could be a serious problem. The ratio of polarized atoms in the trap to unpo-
larized atoms, as measured by beta and recoil detectors, must be large and accurately
known. For PNC studies in Francium the absence of a stable atomic reference poses
new problems of frequency stabilization. There is need for both innovation and patient
optimization of parameters. The goals make these efforts seem worthwhile.
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